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Abstract—The integration of social networking and Internet of 
Things (IoT) concepts has attracted a growing interest of 
researchers and has promised to support new and powerful 
applications. However, the time it takes from development to the 
market for SIoT solutions is longer, especially if proper 
simulations are made to troubleshoot challenges in a timely 
manner. We propose the use of a multi-thread simulation tool 
that combines the existing testbeds, such as Network Simulator 
(Version 2), Devices Profile for Web Services, Objective Modular 
Network Testbed in Cplus plus, OPTNET, Parallel and 
Distributed Simulation (PADS), and J-Simtorun simulations in 
multiple threads to improve performance and save on time when 
simulating complex SIoT devices that are able to communicate 
with humans as well as interact with other devices. Through this 
approach, developers will shorten time-to-market for SIoT 
solutions and thus afford these solutions to users and improve the 
quality of life. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A new era of communication is emerging where a variety of 
real gadgets such as RFID tags, sensors, and 
electromechanical devices that are used on a daily basis will 
all be connected to the Internet [1]. These gadgets can be 
integrated and become human assistants that are able to 
carry out daily tasks in a natural and seamless manner, using 
intelligence and information derived from the network that 
connects them [2]. Such a pervasive paradigm of Internet of 
Things (IoT) has a potential to increase information value 
that is generated by different interconnections between 
gadgets to gadgets and gadgets to people. This translates a 
transformation of information into beneficial knowledge that 
can improve the life standards of people and the society [3]. 
The inherent challenges faced by people and organizations 
could be addressed with the introduction of IoT applications 
and smart services which facilitate the connection of objects 
to objects or objects to humans at any time and any place 
[4].  
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The vision of IoT to pervasively connect billions of 
objects ushers an era where such objects are able to interact 
with the natural environment and receive information 
regarding their statuses [1].   
While local networks, such as wireless sensor networks 
(WSN), smart homes, and machine-to-machine 
communications allow the extraction of regional 
information with specific content, IoT offers a 
comprehensive, large-scale, and historical information 
through the collaboration between diverse intranets of things 
regardless of the heterogeneity of local communication 
technologies, devices, and goals of deployment [5]. 
IoT is also capable of creating new applications and 
services, thus providing a new ecosystem where a number of 
objects can interact and collaborate [6].  
Humans often interact with other humans in different ways 
in their lives. While interacting, humans use a variety of 
applications and services to improve their quality of life. 
Therefore, the quality of experience (QoE) of smart 
applications and services will largely depend on how they 
satisfy the needs arising from human relationships. Equally, 
the high degree of correctness of the needs is largely derived 
through the collaboration of humans in relation to the 
quality of service. Through IoT, individual users of services 
and applications connect to others through a legacy network. 
At the same time, a number of things interact with each 
other through the internet, which offers information to smart 
applications and services as each of the users use them [20]. 
IoT can therefore be said to interact in two different 
paradigms: human-to-human paradigm and thing-to-thing 
paradigm. This implies that IoT fails to establish a true 
connection between things and humans for effective 
ubiquitous computing. The concept of social Internet of 
Things (SIoT) was adopted and advanced to practically 
integrate pervasive computing with high QoE into daily 
lives. In order to achieve such an objective, the connectivity 
of the relationships between things and humans must be 
enhanced.  
The deliberation of socially networking humans to things for 
pervasive computing has been seen to go beyond IoT. The 
SIoT concept facilitates the socialization of things so that 
humans can establish relationships with them in a seamless 
manner [2].  Not only are the connections physical, but also 
logical connections of social communities that involve 
things and humans.  However, while making attempts to 
improve such interactions, challenges such as privacy, 
security, 
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 resource-constraints, and the time it takes to have SIoT 
products on shelves have become a concern for academia, 
industry, and users. To reduce the time-to-market of SIoT 
products, proper simulation should be done to ensure that 
the products work as expected.  
This paper explores examples of test beds and simulation 
techniques such as NS (Version 2), DPWS, IOTIFY, 
OMNeT++/NET, Windriver, NetSim, PADS, and ASSIST 
that could be used to ensure that SIoT paradigms work as 
intended by characterizing the initial conditions and 
execution parameters, address the issue of resources 
constrained environments of physical hardware, and shorten 
time-to-market of SIoT solutions. 

II. SIOT CHALLENGES THAT PROLONG TIME-TO-
MARKET 

It is estimated that there will be about 26 billion IoT devices 
by 2020, and according to ABI Research, about 30 billion 
devices will be connected to the IoT wirelessly by the same 
year. In the market today, there are a number of devices that 
can be remotely accessed and controlled using personal 
computers and smart phones. These devices often work in 
different ecosystems that differ in terms of domains, 
regions, and applications. Different social networking 
platforms connect people sharing common interests or 
activities. In 2014, Pew Research found that about 74 
percent of online adults shared through social networking 
platforms. Through the growing ubiquity of computing, 
people are increasingly generating and sharing content with 
other people via social networks. SIoT connects the IoT 
with these social networking platforms. This is a novel 
paradigm that provides an ecosystem which allows smart 
devices to easily interact with people within a social 
network [3].SIoT allows seamless collaboration and 
connection of users and things through the social networks. 
Things in SIoT are active participants performing social 
roles, and the knowledge and information from the devices 
gets shared with other devices and humans within the 
network. In the future, humans will become more 
cooperative in SIoT and will cooperate toward common 
goals. However, there are inherent problems relating to the 
question of developing SIoT solutions and reaching the end 
user within an appropriate duration. 
The first challenge is that the existing SIoT solutions are 
insufficient to achieve the interoperability of the varied 
services and devices that are manufactured by different 
vendors throughout the world. Every manufacturer tends to 
offer their own APIs that are used in accessing such devices 
and this poses a challenge when it comes to interactions 
between devices and humans. It therefore emerges that the 
main challenge is for humans to utilize all the functionalities 
that are provided by different devices sharing similar 
capacities and to offer proper abstractions of the details 
during implementation.  
The second challenge is that while devices are able to 
communicate with each other, no available mechanisms 
exist that will properly discover and share relevant and 
useful information in measure. For instance, in a case where 
multiple homes have heating systems, it is likely that neither 
the home owner nor the heating system knows it are able to 
save energy by opting for a more appropriate configuration 

for the parameters of the system [32]. However, if the entire 
heating systems were capable of sharing their configuration 
details with other SIoT objects in the social networks, then 
an individual object would be able to learn the configuration 
that would lead to a better and energy-efficient operation.  
The other SIoT challenge is that there is no established 
methodology for how to apply the discovered information 
from humans and devices in order to achieve a common 
objective in a collaborative manner. For example, the 
existing home security systems often use dedicated devices 
which are managed by the owner of the home and the 
security company offering the service. However, within the 
SIoT vision, different devices in a user’s home will be able 

to participate to achieve a common goal, which is to secure 
the user’s home. Friends within the social network will also 
be able to participate in a dynamic manner to achieve a 
particular goal depending on their location. Home devices 
will be able to detect any intrusion in a collaborative manner 
by employing their own capacities based on the custom 
instructions executed for the users’ homes. For instance, 
motion sensors in laptop video cameras or thermostats will 
be able to detect any peculiar motion and capture the scenes. 
Alarms will then be issued by both making sounds and 
turning on the TV while displaying a message. The alarm 
will be relayed to mobile phones within the range of the 
user’s home. 
The challenges outlined above largely prolong the time it 
takes for SIoT products to reach the market. Simulations and 
testbeds that can significantly address these challenges as 
products are first tested before they are available to the end 
users. Product designers that deploy simulation in their 
design process have been shown to outperform those that do 
not employ the tools in terms of meeting the cost of 
products, launching products in time, and meeting the 
quality and revenue targets as shown in Fig 1. 
Manufacturers who push simulation into the design process 
have enjoyed significant product metrics, saved product 
rework time, decreased development time, and reduced 
prototype development [4] 
 

 
Fig 1. Simulation-driven design in meeting targets [4] 

III. SIOT TESTBEDS AND SIMULATION TOOLS 

a) NS (Version 2) 
NS is an object-oriented and discrete-event-driven 
simulation tool first developed by researchers at UC 
Berkeley. 
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 It is a network simulator that is written in Object-oriented 
Tool Command Language (OTcl) and C++. The tool is 
particularly useful for simulating a number of IP networks, 
including both wide and local area networks and can 
therefore be used to diagnose the efficiency of SIoT objects 
to connect to the Internet before they are released to the 
market. 
 NS can be used to implement UPD and TCP, and check 
traffic source behavior such as VBR, CBR, FTP, Web, and 
Telnet. It also implements multicasting as well as some 
common types of MAC layer protocols typical to LAN 
simulations [5]. While NS tool is easy to use, it might be 
challenging for first-time users as the available manuals are 
not user-friendly. NS is generally an Object-oriented script 
interpreter with network component object libraries, 
simulation event scheduler, and network setup module 
libraries. NS is used by programing in OTcl language and 
setting up and running the simulator; users write OTcl 
scripts which initiate event schedulers [21]. OTcl is used to 
configure and create a network while C++ runs the 
simulation. In order to create an executable file, C++ codes 
must be compiled, and linked. NS2 runs on Windows 
platform using Cygwin and requires a memory of about 
250MB. The tool can be downloaded from the Cygwin 
website and installed using the Wizard as shown in Fig 2. 

 
Fig 2: Cygwin Wizard to download and install NS2 [5]. 
 
NS2 can be used for queue monitoring or tracking the 
packet dynamics at a queue or other SIoT objects. Queue 
monitoring allows for tracking packet arrival, departure or 
drops, and can be used to compute the averages of such 
values. Important queue information can be obtained using 
queue monitoring, as shown in Fig 3. 

 
In the following example, NS workbench is employed in the 
generation of TCL scripts and the creation of scenarios that 
are run in NS2 to generate NAL files and trace files. In order 
to use NS workbench, systems must have Java Sdk installed 
first [31]. Ns-becnh jar file must be downloaded and 
executed.  In the example shown below, the network has 
five nodes, beginning with n0 to n4. Node n0 is sending 
constant bit-rate (CBR) traffic to the fourth node n3, while 
n1 sends data to n4 using FTP as show in Fig 3. The two 
traffic sources are conveyed using UDP and TCP 

respectively. The transmitting objects of the two protocls in 
NS2 are UDP and TCP agents and the receivers are Null and 
TCP sink agents respectively.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
The TCL script can then be generated and saved. In order to 
run the TCL script in NS2,  Cygwin should be started and 
the directory path to the folder the TCL script in saved to be 
changed. NS command is used to to run the TCL script as 
shown in Fig 4 below. 
 

 
After the simulation, two files will be generated: OutEx1.tr 
and OutEx1.nam in the same folder. NS2 is recommended 
for testing SIoT objects as it has a number of advantages 
over other simulators in the market. NS2 is cheap as it does 
not necessarilly require expensive equipment. In complex 
situations, NS2 can be tested with each and the results are 
obtained faster. The tool is also popular in the industry and 
academia.  

b) Devices Profile for Web Services (DPWS) 
Since its infancy, the evolution of IoT to SIoT has seen the 
introduction of applications and services in low-power 
wireless computing and communication paradigms in 
resource-constrained settings [6]. One of the challenges 
within these environments is to integrate social networking 
services into smart objects for a seamless integration of the 
functionalities into the Web.  
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Addressing this challenge would mean that there will be 
potential to have new SIoT applications where several 
devices can be connected with a number of existing Web 
services and resources. Devices Profile for Web Services 
(DPWS) is a powerful simulation tool that can help realize 
this objective. The DPWS simulation toolkit allows for a 
secure connection of resource-constrained objects to the 
Web. Its architectural concept is similar to that of Web 
Service, although it differs in a number of ways making it 
appropriate in resource-constrained settings and event-
driven cases. DPWS is largely based on Simple Object 
Access Protocol (SOAP) and Web Service Description 
Language (WSDL) and can define and communicate service 
in different objects although it does not need central service 
registry in order to discover services. Instead, DPWS uses 
UDO multicast and SOAP-over-UDP binding in 
dynamically discovering device services. It offers a 
subscribe/publish eventing mechanism for device-event 
client subscription. For instance, such device events may 
include switches of the devices being on or off or 
temperatures attaining a predefined threshold. When any 
event occurs, the notifications are relayed to subscribing 
objects through other TCP connections. Most European 
projects that are supported by the Information Technology 
for European Advancement have used DPWS as an 
important technology for solving a plethora of technical 
issues with smart objects. As more objects and services get 
into the market, DPWS has been undergoing constant 
implementations for a number of resource-constrained 
objects and companies are increasingly adopting DPWS 
technology in testing and simulating applications and 
services before launching products in the market. While 
DPWS first made its debut in 2004, there are a few tools that 
have been developed which support DPWS applications. 
Han and his group have developed a simulation toolkit 
known as DPWSim that helps developers to make 
prototypes, develop, and simulate their applications before 
marketing. This tool can significantly reduce the time-to-
market for SIoT solutions and improve the quality of such 
products. DPWSim can mimic all the DPWS protocols and 
software features in an intuitive interface in order to offer an 
efficient manner to manage and simulate SIoT devices. The 
main advantages of DPWSim include intuitive GUI, ability 
to generate virtual devices, platform independent, flexibility, 
and requires no change of code for SIoT applications 
following simulation [6]. 
DPWSim supports the development of SIoT solutions using 
DPWS by creating virtual devices that are discoverable on a 
network and can interact with other clients of objects 
through the DPWS protocols. In addition, the toolkit is 
capable of simulating environments where DPWS devices 
work in as well as create and manage simulations before 
storing and loading them. There are four components of 
DPWSim: spaces, devices, operations, and events, as shown 
in Fig 5 below. Spaces are virtual environments that 
represent the real-life environment where SIoT devices 
operate in. this can be an office, a home, a public space, or a 
train station. Devices are the hosted and the hosting DPWS 
services and operations are different processes within a 
device that reflect its functionalities. Events are similar to 
operations which ensure the implementation of a given 
functionality.  

 
Fig 5 Compoents of DPWSim [6] 

DPWSim has been used in DPWS Explore, the standard tool 
used among the DPWS community. DPWS Explorer is 
mainly a tool for analyzing the compliance of DPWS 
services. The toolkit can visualze a number of aspects of 
both hosted and hosting services as message exchange and 
metadata and provide the capacity to subscribe to a service 
or call events and operations. It is the common tool used to 
preview DPWS services in the process of IoT development. 
The tool discovers all the virtual devices as well as invoke 
their operations and the virtual devices’ events can be 

subscribed right from the toolkit as shown in Fig 6. As 
shown in Fig 6, users can opt to turn on KitechnLight light 
bulb through the invocation of the operation SwithOn throgh 
their smartphone interfaces of the toolkit DPSWSin Web.  
 

 
c) OPNET 

OPNET refer to a collection of simulation tools that are 
based on a similar simulation engine. This toolkit is 
manufactured and shipped by OPNET Technologies. 
Originally, OPNET was developed in 1987 at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and today the 
simulation tool is commercialized but not widely available. 
The simulator comes with full source code for simulation 
modules, exhaustive 
documentation, and examples 
[35].  
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Additional support is also available when users subscribe to 
mailing lists and the simulation tool requires maintenance 
license.  OPNET is written in C, although recent versions 
support C++. The initial parameter setting and topology 
setup is achieved using GUI, which are sets of XML files, or 
via C library calls. The simulation scenarios require users to 
write C or C++ codes, although in simpler incidents special 
scenario parameters can be used. However, implementation 
of OPNET modules has been shown to be complex and 
largely fragile compared to ns-2. Modifying OPNET 
behavior is also difficult, requires more time and effort and 
is always error-prone [34]. One common feature of OPNET 
is that it has detailed prototypes of network equipment and 
the details reflect the real network behavior. This feature 
makes it effective in simulating SIoT devices, although the 
toolkit has its own demerits, such as hanging up while 
simulation process [9]. In some cases, packet processing in 
this toolkit mirrors closely how network equipment works in 
real time. For instance, routers in OPTNET will receive a 
packet, and, if necessary, decompress it, and select the 
outgoing interface in case the packet is not addressed to the 
device. The router will then transfer the packet to the buffer 
of the outgoing packet. The processing and packet 
decompression times must be considered when selecting 
OPNET as a simulation tool.  
Simulation in OPNET is largely based on a discrete event 
queue and early versions of OPTNET were single threaded 
and synchronous. In such versions, small portions of code 
could be parallelized on a number of processors. Today, 
OPTNET supports multithreading and parallel execution on 
multi-processors although each processor requires its own 
license. OPNET supports a parallel execution window that 
defines time intervals where parallel event execution from 
various instances of modules is allowed. Because the 
network equipment models in OPTNET are largely detailed 
and since the simulation processes shows what happens in 
real-world in a network device, simulating with OPTNET 
tends to be relatively time consuming and requires thread 
scheduling protocols of the operating system. OPTNET is 
also equipped with a GUI interface, which is advanced, 
although one can launch the simulator from a command line, 
and the default mode for OPTNET is the GUI [9]. The 
OPTNET’s lack of a scripting language has been found to 

be a limiting factor among developers.  

d) J-SIM 

J-SIM or JavaSim (as formerly named) was developed by 
researchers at Distributed Realtime Computing Laboratory 
(DRCL) at Ohio State University. Other third-party 
packages can also be downloaded. Unlike OPTNET, J-Sim 
is freely available and comes with source code, white 
papers, and tutorials. A mailing list is also available for 
public access. The tool is implemented in Java and Tcl in 
the form of Jacl.  While Java is used in the creation of 
objects in J-Sim, known as components, Tcl allows for 
topology setup and offers a limited way of simulation 
control. Just like in ns-2, J-Sim provides a high-level 
interface that is based in Tcl programming. Earlier versions 
of J-Sim did not support the building of model extensions. 
The simulator is based on Autonomous Component 
Architecture (ACA) and its components are all written in 
Java programming and expose clear interfaces. These 
components often interact with each other via ports and are 
mapped to contracts. The contracts determine component 

interactions and permit the use of services of the lower 
layer, although they also introduce strict coupling between 
the layers [25]. Components are often assembled by wiring 
the ports at runtime and are organized in the form of a tree-
like model where a parent component is always a directory 
for each child. J-Sim’s Runtime Virtual System (RUV) 
refers to Tcl commands that are used to manipulate the tree 
components and the hierarchical names of the component 
are similar to file paths.  

e) Multi-thread simulation tools 

The growing number of IoT objects and their connections to 
the social network has demanded novel simulation 
techniques to improve scalability and enhance real-time 
execution in largely populated SIoT environments, such as 
large-scale smart cities [7]. At the same time, the 
heterogeneous scenarios have necessitated manufacturers to 
resort to using complex simulation and modeling techniques 
to avoid wastage of time in the production of SIoT devices. 
A two-level simulator is proposed to work effectively in 
such environments. Two-level simulation is largely based on 
adaptive parallel, coarse-agent, and distributed-based 
simulation to create a model of the simulated objects’ 

general life [7]. In some scenarios, a finer grained simulator, 
often based on OMNet++, can be triggered on some sections 
of the simulated area to allow the consideration of issues 
that arise when connecting objects using wireless network. 
Therefore, ad-hoc wireless networking does work 
effectively in the deployment of smart objects over a 
decentralized countryside. At the same time, the 
performance evaluation shows that the employment of 
multi-level simulation is a viable solution when simulating 
SIoT environments in scale. Multi-level simulation tools are 
capable of simulating the scenario in the smart market in 
shire environments. Scalability is the major requirement in 
terms of granularity of events and the modeled entities while 
using this approach. In such environment, even the smallest 
smart shire has thousands of interconnected objects and a 
majority of them are often mobile with each device 
portraying unique technical and behavioral characteristics 
[27]. Apart from scalability, simulators need to run in real-
time, allowing a proactive approach and performing “what-
if analysis” when managing the set architecture. The 
approach that serves the above requirements is the multi-
level approach which combines both agent-based smart-
shire simulator and discrete-event simulating engine.  
The multi-level simulator has two levels of simulation: the 
coarse level denoted as Level 0 and the OMNeT ++ 
simulation known as Level 1. Level 0 simulation works to 
model the entire smart territory where a number of actors 
can subscribe their unique interests, produce products, and 
move to varying geographical locations. This can be 
implemented by employing an agent-based simulator fitted 
with both distributed and parallel execution potentials. 
Specific interactions in the smart market necessitate more 
simulations detail in the consideration of wireless network 
issues, movements and fine-grained interactions.  
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In order to address such issues, the implementation of Level 
1 simulation, such as OMNeT++ simulation instance, is 
recommended. The main issue in this simulation is to ensure 
that both simulators are interacting. Level 0 will trigger 
Level 1 when required and will pass arguments to Level 1, 
which would function as initialization and configuration 
parameters as shown in Fig 6. Level 1 simulator will need to 
run for a specified amount of timesteps and as it approaches 
the end, it must notify Level 0 about its own outputs. Level 
0 will also request Level 1 to carry on with its simulation or 
choose to end the simulation. In level 0 simulation, an 
agent-based simulator such as Smart Shire Simulator (S3) 
can be used. Based on GAIA/ARTIS simulation 
middleware, the S3 simulator performs 
parallel/sequential/distributed simulation in large scale by 
using a number of synchronization methods and 
communication approaches. In Level 1 simulation, 
OMNeT++ can be used with INET framework to simulate 
fixed nodes [7]. 

 
Fig 5. Multi-level simulation [8] 

IV. MULTI-THREAD SIMULATION CONCEPTS 

The need to quickly analyze network protocols or SIoT 
infrastructure has shaped the evolution of multi-thread 
simulations that provide real-time scale simulations. Multi-
core systems are widely available today and performing 
multiple threading parallelisms has been made simple. Such 
a concept has already been implemented in NS3, a 
replacement of NS2 to improve its performance [10]. Other 
researchers have implemented threaded simulation in 
creating tools such as A Simple Simulator based on Threads 
(ASSIST) [11]. Implementation of parallelism for NS3 
aimed at both speeding up the simulation process and 
making the toolkit as less intrusive as possible for the users. 
Multithread parallelism is less intrusive compared to 
distributed parallelism as only a single computer is used. In 
distributed parallelism, the distributed algorithms will need 
static partitioning simulation of the network [10]. 
Elsewhere, time-step simulation models have been 
recommended for prototyping solutions to prolonged time 
taken to develop systems using multiple cores on single dies 
[12]. While new designs of microprocessors have 
incorporated multicores, simulation technology has lagged 
behind, resulting in prolonged time spent on simulations in 
the design cycle. Researchers now find the use of 
uniprocessor simulation tools cannot be used for multiple 
core simulation [12]. For complex and detailed simulations, 
it is recommended that multiple threads be used in 
simulating systems for faster results [13].  
Parallel programming entails decomposing programs into 
discrete elements which can be executed in a simultaneous 

manner by tasks that employ multiple computation 
resources, including microprocessors that are connected to a 
network. A number of problems solved using sequential 
programing or algorithms can be decomposed into discrete 
parts in order to make parallel versions of the same 
programs. Many issues encountered in simulations have 
been seen to be solved using parallelization. While discrete-
event network simulation is part of the solution, the 
identification of the optimal manner to break the simulation 
or decomposition is critical [14]. Parallel computing 
architectures are today available in the market in varying 
sizes and shapes. A Symmetric Multiprocessor (SMP) 
presents a case of Uniform Memory Access (UMA) with 
multiple numbers of identical cores or processors fabricated 
into one die or integrated circuit share a single memory 
space. Resident and cache memory are then accessed in a 
symmetric manner with each SMP core having uniform 
access time. Another form of shared memory architecture 
that combines a number of SMPs is Non-Uniform Memory 
Access (NUMA) [26]. In this architecture, SMPs have their 
individual local memory space that is mapped into global 
address space and shared by processors. For shared memory 
systems, programming is usually done in threads or 
individual paths of execution in every single process. 
Multiple SMP machines that are interconnected in a network 
are involved in distributed memory systems. In such 
systems, memory spaces are often local to every machine, 
and as a result, each task executed on separate computers 
has to communicate over the network in order to access the 
required remote resources. This model is known as message 
passing and has been employed by Remote Direct Memory 
Access (RDMA) and like technologies that permit direct 
access to remote computers or nodes without necessarily 
involving CPUs on remote hosts [28].  
 In distributed parallelism, processes that run 
concurrently on similar or different computing resources 
have no access to program variables and have to coordinate 
in order to run one program by overtly sending or receiving 
messages. This intra-node communication model involves 
ranks or processes in parallel programming communicating 
with other ranks on SMP-based nodes or processors. Inter-
node communication on the other side involves the 
communication over network interfaces with the processes 
on remote computers. The latencies that are involved 
internode communication are greater compared to the 
former case because of the added delays that are inherent in 
hardware buses, networking hardware, and host-channel 
interfaces [33]. This aspect is common in domain 
decomposition because specific processing activities 
requiring a number of inter-process communications are far 
better if they are mapped to single nodes. The de facto 
standard used to program distributed systems is known as 
Message Passing Interface (MPI), where blocking and non-
blocking routines are supported and communication can be 
done either synchronously or asynchronously.  
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V. MULTI-THREAD SIMULATIONS AND RELEVANCE IN 

REDUCING TIME-TO-MARKET 

There are multiple numbers of nodes involved in SIoT, 
making the application of fine-grained simulation tools 
emerge with scalability challenges in terms of performance 
evaluation. This means that monolithic testbeds handling 
these multiple nodes in SIoT to implement the required fine-
grained level of detail are unable to offer simulated results 
in the required time. The delays in simulation also prolong 
the time it takes for SIoT solutions to be available in the 
market. Even when using the parallel programming 
approach, the massive numbers of devices in settings such 
as smart cities makes it difficult to perform quality 
simulation. However, these challenges can always be 
countered by either employing execution platforms using 
High Performance Computing (HPC) or reducing the detail 
levels in simulation models [29]. The two alternatives to 
addressing these challenges are not feasible because HPC 
platforms are often costly and reducing simulation detail 
levels will lead to misleading results since excessive details 
will be taken off from the simulation [8].  Therefore, a 
multi-level simulation and modeling approach would be the 
most recommended approach for highly populated SIoT 
environments.  
Multi-level simulation allows the combination of 
approaches into a single model, with each tool performing 
specific task and working at varying detail levels. Using this 
approach implies that the model employs adaptive PADS 
simulator which works at coarse-grain detail level and that 
ensures the execution of domain-specific low or medium-
level simulators which are only used if fine grained detail 
level simulators such as OMNet++ are required. Multi-level 
simulators switch between fine-grained and coarse-grained 
models automatically or the events can be triggered using 
simulator modelers. For instance, in an area that is 
overpopulated with wireless devices, as in the case of smart 
cities, a detailed simulation model can be triggered to collect 
information regarding congestion or network capacity 
issues. However, multiple-level simulations might pose a 
challenge in terms of interoperability since different 
simulators with varying standards are involved. The other 
issue that is unique to this approach is the design of inter-
model communication platforms, such as state exchange and 
synchronization at runtime between the simulation 
components.  

 
Fig 6 Simulation at multiple levels. 

 
As shown in Fig 6 above, simulation results lack details at 
level 0 and the high-level simulator such as GALA/ARTIS) 
will manage the evolution of the simulation components as 
well as their communications after a time-stepped 
synchronization model. A section of the simulated scenario 
at timestep t2 needs to be simulated with finer details, 

implying that in Fig 6 above some parts of the simulated 
area are at level 0 and some sections are modeled at level 1. 
If required, specific areas can be modeled to provide more 
details by employing the level 2 model. In general, 
considering two levels, it can be concluded that the entire 
simulation components that are managed by level 0 are thus 
evolved by t-sized timesteps. Contrary, components 
managed by all other levels employ t’-sized time steps [30]. 
Timestep t2 refers to the time when some components of the 
model are transferred from course-grained to fine-grained 
simulation. At level 0, the components jump from t2 to t3 
and all the others that are simulated at level 1 get updated at 
t’2, t’,3 and t’4. However, because there is no need for such 
detail, all the components that are simulated at level 1 are 
eventually transferred to the level 0 simulator. Because of 
the challenges resulting from the time-stepped 
synchronization model, interactions among simulated 
components at any course grained timestep, but all 
interactions at level 1 can take place at all fine-grained 
timesteps. Lastly, interactions between the components that 
are managed at various levels can take place only at coarse-
grained timesteps. This implies that this happens if there is a 
match between timesteps.  
By using multi-level simulation model, the number of nodes 
that can be handled by the toolkit never changes, although 
the level of details in the simulation evolution gets adapted 
to the simulation evolution need at runtime. This implies 
that the simulation model never runs at lowest levels of 
detail during the entire period of simulation. Therefore, it is 
feasible to have better scalability with multi-level simulation 
compared to monolithic approaches of simulation. However, 
it is also evident that multi-level simulation can introduce 
some error in each analysis [24]. This requires appropriate 
validation and verification techniques to be employed in 
each simulation. A practical example where multi-level 
simulation can be used is in smart cities and decentralized 
areas/smart shires. In smart shires, decentralized 
environments are capable of managing human, natural, 
buildings and infrastructural resources in a sustainable 
manner and a way that does not harm the environment. The 
idea of smart shires is to create smart, novel, and cost-
effective services which can improve the lives of people 
[23]. The need for affordable solutions has spurred the 
adoption of crowd-sourced and crowd-sensed information 
that can be collected from people and SIoT interacting 
together. Today, sensors have become relatively low-priced 
and it is feasible to deploy them in any countryside. The 
sensors are connected using smart connection modalities. 
Devices with sensors are able to sense data and information 
processing technologies are used to manage and distribute 
important information to users. This creates a context-aware 
setting in smart shires [22]. Today, proximity-based social 
networking is possible due to SIoT. Users are able to see 
who is close to them using mobile devices connected to the 
Internet. Social network platforms such as Facebook are 
already using this model to let users know who is close to 
them. With the advancement in technology, more SIoT 
solutions will be created and improve the lives of people. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper has explored SIoT challenges that prolong the 
time-to-market of devices and offered that testbeds and 
simulation tools could largely serve to reduce the time it 
takes for solutions to reach the end user. NS2, a simulation 
tool, has been used as an example of how modeling device 
connections could address challenges before launching SIoT 
devices in the market. In the paper other tools, including 
OPNET and J-Sim, have been discussed regarding the way 
they can be used to simulate and model smart objects before 
they can be introduced in the market. Other multithread 
simulation tools have been shown to work better in large-
scale environments with thousands of devices such as in 
smart cities. The combination of coarse-grained and fine-
grained simulation has been discussed and how such an 
approach can significantly achieve scalability. With reduced 
time of simulation, more SIoT solutions will be available in 
the market for consumers. The main goal of SIoT product 
designers is to avail their innovative products to the market 
as quickly as possible. In the past years, designers used to 
complete the initial stages of the design process then turn 
them over to dedicated groups of experts in simulations for 
optimization and iteration. While these groups have highly 
been regarded, they introduce further bottlenecks in the 
product design process. Simulation tools have offered 
solutions to such challenges in design process and have 
reduced the cost of product design, quality, and time-to-
market. As a result, the use of simulation tools leads to more 
innovative products in the market and increases the chances 
of products more like to function at the first time without 
issues. Simulation tolls also reduce the likelihood of 
products requiring significant rework later in the design 
cycle.  
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